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Orphan Students Permanent Shelter 

AVG GOLDEN JUBILEE HOME 
 

     The  Hyderabad   Urban   Development      big   applause   from    the    audience  comprising  
Authority  (HUDA)  completing  all  the  statutory     several   well-wishers   and  dignitaries  the  AVG 

procedures  and  technical  formalities as reported      President  Sri  C V  Raghuveer  and   the  General 

in the earlier issue,  was great enough to  handover     Secretary Sri M Rajesh on the dais, have received 

the allotted site of  2250 sq.  yards to the 89 years      the registered  documents  of   allotted  site  from  

old   orphanage  ’Anadha  Vidyarthi  Griha’.   The      the HUDA officials in the gracious presence and 

site   allotted   on   perpetual   lease   is  located  at     blessings  of   the   Chief  Guest   Sri  D   Sudheer 

Chitra Layout,  beside  R R  Dist  Court  Complex,     Reddy.   The   moment   captured    on   reel   will  

L B Nagar, Hyderabad. On the occasion of getting     really  remain forever as  a  golden  picture in the 

realization of  a long lasting dream of having own      memory  of  AVG.    Speaking   on  this  occasion  

premises    the   AVG   organized   a   meeting   on     Sri Sudheer Reddy  re-assured for his continuous 

12.2.2008  at  Basheerbagh  Press  Club  under the     patronage   to  AVG  and  vowed  to throw all  his 

chairmanship     of    AVG    Management    Board     might    for    immediate    construction    of     the 

President  Sri  C  V  Raghuveer.     The   respected     ‘AVG Golden Jubilee Home’  on the allotted site. 

Ex-Chairman  of  Huda  and  beloved Well-wisher     Here  it   is   really   great   that  the  ever   lasting                               

of  AVG  Sri D Sudheer Reddy  was  kind  enough     AVG Mission of  acquiring a wonderful building 

to  grace the occasion as  Chief Guest.  Amidst the     coincides   the   desire   of   beloved  Sri  Sudheer  

                                                                                       Reddy    who      wishes    the   construction     of 

                                                                                       building      should     be    as     a    world     class  

                                                                                       accommodation   for   an   orphanage.    On   this  

                                                                                       occasion the  AVGians   grandly   felicitated   the  

                                                                                       beloved  personality  Sri D Sudheer Reddy.    

                                                                                                     Among   the   other   guests  of    honour 

                                                                                       Sri K Sai Baba,  Chairman, Shri  Shirdi Sai Baba                                                                                       

                                                                                       Sansthan  Trust,   Amberpet,  and  his  associates 

                                                                                       reiterated their  promise to shoulder the financial           

                                                                                       burden  of  AVG Home construction as much  as                                 

                                                                                       possible. 

      Expressing  his views  on the occasion 

                                                                                       the President  Sri  C V Raghuveer  said  that  the 

                                                                                       ever  lasting   problem  of  insufficient   housing  

                                                                                       and    rather   a   dream    than  a   hurdle   in  the  

                                                                                                                                               Contd………2                                                                                                        

Flash…..Flash…..Flash…….! 

 
 
 
 
 
In senior inter 2008 Mr V Venkat Reddy, 
MPC,  is  the  AVG  topper  getting  94%.  Last 
year in inter junior he got 86%. This boy being 
semi-orphan joined AVG with X class 86%.  
 
In junior inter 2008 Mr G Yesuratnam, MPC, 
stood first in AVG with 92%. This boy being 
orphan  joined   AVG  with  X  class  91%.  

TARE  ZAMEEN  PARTARE  ZAMEEN  PARTARE  ZAMEEN  PARTARE  ZAMEEN  PAR    
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         AVG GOLDEN JUBILEE HOME   
 ……way of AVG  is  resolved   once  for  all   by   

acquiring   the  own  premises which would  have  

not  been possible  but  due to  right  spirit  of  the  

esteemed    organization   the   HUDA   under  the      
chairmanship of  dynamic  and   kind  personality                            
Sri  Sudheer Reddy.    Conveying    his   gratitude          

to    the   HUDA   and   all    other    well-wishers      

the President confidently declared that  the  AVG    
can  embrace  more   orphans  and  poor  students     
once   the  ‘AVG  Golden  Jubilee Home’   comes    
up,  which  was   well  received  by  the  audience     
as     many    of    such     students     were    being     
discouraged   for   all    these  years   due  to  lack     

of sufficient   accommodation.   He    sought    the     

participation of  all  in early  construction  of  the      

proposed  temple   like AVG  Home.                            

           The    General   Secretary    Sri   M  Rajesh         

memorising  the  series  of  ups  and downs  come         

across  to  reach  the  present  stage  in   the   long      

journey of AVG,  has conveyed  heartiest  thanks          

from    the   dais  to  one   and  all  those  who  did         

standby   the  AVG  for  all these years  and  more       

prominently   acknowledged   the   helping   hand          

extended  by  the  beloved  well-wisher  of   AVG         

Sri  D Sudheer Reddy  as   the  then  chairman  of         

Huda.    And  on behalf of the AVG  Management          

Board    and     for   the   AVGians    the   General         

Secretary   has  appealed  with   folded   hands  to          

all  the   well-wishers   to  continue  their  support  

by   donating    generously   and     participate   in  

construction of  the  proposed  permanent  shelter     

for  orphans   naming   as  ‘AVG  Golden  Jubilee         

Home’      to     mark      the    90   years   old    of          

orphanage  the  AVG  which  was conceptualized         

in the year of 1919.   And he also announced that  

the  construction   activity   will   be  commenced  

shortly   by   obtaining    the   requisite  plan  and  

permission from the municipal authorities. 

           The   other   speakers    on    the   occasion   

includes  the AVG  Management  Board members  

Smt  M B Padmaja,  Smt B Vijayalakshmi,  Sri  G 

Kondal Rao, Sri  V Maheshwar and several  other  

well-wishers  who expressed  their  deep  concern  

towards  the AVG.    Earlier   the  Board  member 

Sri K Srinivasa Reddy welcomed  the meeting.  

                       ***                
 

 
see  APPEAL  at  page……… 4 

AVG Admissions 
            The AVG admissions process will take 
place during May, June and July of every year.   
In this regard a press note / advertisement will be 
issued in the leading News Papers.  The main 
criteria for admission in AVG is the merit and the 
social status on priority wise orphan, semi-orphan 
and the deserving poor. No bar on the candidate’s 
region, religion or caste. The AVG is only for 
students of Inter and above Courses. The 
admission will be through an interview by a 
screening committee comprising of eminent 
personalities from various walks of life.                 
                                                                                

 
 

Board Meeting 
 
            To review and take stock of circumstances 
following  the    land  allotment    by  the  HUDA  
the  AVG  Management  Board has  met on 
24.2.2008.    After   appraisal   of  all  events   by  
the general  secretary  particularly  with  regard  to  
the  site  allotment  by  the  Huda,   the  board  
elaborately   deliberated   on    the   issue    of    
AVG Golden Jubilee Home construction.  At  the 
outset,  the  board  has mainly resolved  as under; 

� placing on record the great  
            acknowledgments for the HUDA & its 
            officials  and  the respected  
            personality Sri D Sudheer Reddy,  
            ex-chairman of the Huda. 

� provisionally estimating the cost of  
proposed AVG Golden Jubilee Home for 
an amount  of Rs. 10 crores. 

� constituting a building committee to carry 
the task of  AVG Home construction in all 
aspects under general supervision of the 
Board. The committee comprises as following; 

            Sri K Sai Baba, Chairman,  
            Sri P Sambasiva Rao,  Member 
            Sri G.Kondal Rao,  Member 
            Sri V Narsi Reddy, Member 
            Sri J Sesi Mohan, Member 
            Sri M Rajesh, Member convenor,  
            Sri M Prabhakar Reddy, Financial Consultant  
            Sri K Srinivasa Reddy, Legal Advisor. 

� making efforts to find a spacious 
accommodation for AVGians  till  
construction of the new building and 
admitting more strength from the coming 
academic year onwards. 

Current Events 
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                                        The Real  Success / Victory 
                                                                                                              (A Saint Talk) 

 
                                                                The  recent  trend  in  Society which is  gaining  
                                                      momentum  is  that no one  bothers  about  others.  By 
                                                      hook   or  crook  they  would  like  to  win.      After   all  
                                                      success  matters  for  them.    The  real  Victory  is   not 
                                                      that   which  comes  either  out   of  suppression of  his  
                                                      enemy  or  by  defeating  him.   We do not  know  when 
                                                      the  anger  of  our enemy  pulls  us down.   The Victory 
                                                      or  success   is   not  at  all  real   when  you  get  it  by 
                                                      humiliating  some one.   Even  it  is  not  an  ethical  or  
                                                      moral victory because it  doesn’t give  profit,  happiness 
                                                      or  satisfaction.   We   may   get  luxuries  and comforts  
                                                      but  they  may  be  snatched  of  any  moment  of  time, 
                                                      then it pains us a lot. 
                                                                  The nature of ‘humiliating some one’ kills one’s  
                                                      natural  talents,  without taking  asylum in the shed of  
                                                      ‘Dharma’   if  a  man is craving  for position,  fame  and  
                                                      glory the introspection,  injustice  and  sadness  grows. 
                                                      The real Victory means not only yours even others well 
                                                      being  should be  there.   At that very moment you may 
                                                      not  experience the  ‘Change’  but  in the long run both  
                                                      are going to be benefitted. 
                                                                   By    Sacrificing   ‘Selfishness’   as   a  truthful,  
                                                      workminded,  well  wisher,  dynamic person if you can  
                                                      mould    yourself  you  are  going  to  achieve   success, 
                                                      justice,  Victory. 

                                                          A  single  wise  man  can  do  good  to millions    
                                            but  hundreds   of  ignorant   together  can’t  do  single  
                                            good thing. 
                                                          Who  are  wise ?   Who follow Dharma, who do  
                                            good  things  for  the  society  even  amidst  number  of  
                                            hurdles,  who  love the god  and  deserve  the blessings  
                                            showered  by  him. 

 
                                                                

 

  

from  

Editorial  

Desk …….. 
 

A dream is realised ! 
A wish is fulfilled ! 

A hurdle is removed ! 
 

 YYYYes, this all happened to AVG 
by getting a piece of land 
allotted by the HUDA to 
acquire own building for which 
it has put tireless efforts for 
several years. Now the money 
matters highly for constructing 
the building. It is a strong  
belief that the New Age   
Philanthropists ( NAPsters )    
certainly appreciate and come 
forward  to  take  part  in   
launching of the prestigious 
project the  AVG Golden Jubilee  
Home. Here it is pertinent to 
visualize that one side the 
number of   Indians  is  rising   
in the Forbes list, on the other 
side even in case of primary 
needs  of  living  our  present  
day  society is seeing alarming 
inequalities in reaching the  
poorest and the wealthiest.    
The AVG has been striving in 
its  own  way  for  the  last  nine 
decades   to   combat   such  a 
social cause of helpless orphans 
and poor students. Thus, it     
can be definitely adjudged    
that   the   AVG   is  a  right   
platform for the NAPsters to 
exercise their power of 
benevolence  and  philanthropy. 

 
*** 

 

THOUGHT  –  TALK  –  HUMANITY 

Many feel, but only a few can express. 

It is the power of expressing one’s 

love and appreciation and sympathy for 

others, that enables one person to 

succeed better than others. 
                                   - Swamy Vivekananda 



GratefulGratefulGratefulGrateful    to……to……to……to……            

P Sambasiva Rao,  -  introduced 150 
Engineer-in-Chief(Rtd)    subscribers to AVG 
 

 V Ashok                      

Y Lavanya                      Rs.22,000- 

G Praveen 

B Uma Sailaja 

 

ShailendraPrasad Kumar - Rs.11,000- 

Ravi Raja Babaiah   - Rs. 31,000-   

HDFC Bank   -  Rs.  20,001- 

GHMC    -  Rs. 5,00,000-   

HUDA    -  Rs.  5,00,000- 

 

 ………………. these    contributions         
to   AVG    will   go  in   the  long   way     
to  serve   the  society   thro’   AVG  
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APPEAL 
 

Dear Subscribers, Donors and Well wishers,  
 

    It is the generosity and good will of 

many Well-wishers and Philanthropists like 

you with whose blessings and patronage we 

have been continuing our endeavor to support 

helpless orphans and needy poor to pursue 

their higher education with determination to 

become responsible citizens of tomorrow.  

Your support all these years is appreciable 

and unforgettable. We are confident after so 

many years of our concerted efforts with 

the moral support of you all; we can take 

pride in having our own premises the ‘AVG 

Golden Jubilee Home’. We hereby earnestly 

appeal to all of you to generously donate and 

participate in construction of the AVG 

Golden Jubilee Home and also call and 

impress upon all your friends, relatives and so 

on to take this opportunity of extending  

helping hand to the humble social cause by 

donating their might to the AVG.   
                      with best wishes, 
 

                                            
(C V RAGHUVEER)                              (M RAJESH) 
     PRESIDENT                                 GENERAL SECRETARY 

* 

All donations and contributions made to AVG are Tax exempted u/s 80(G) of the Income 
Tax Act from 1.4.2006 to 31.3.2009 vide Director of Income Tax (Exemptions), Hyd 

F.No.DIT(E)/Hyd/43(03)/80G/05-06, dated 04.09.2006. 

 
 

can donate by Cheque / Demand Draft 
                

drawing in favour of 

AVG Golden Jubilee Home 
SB A/c No. /01/01005711 

Andhra Bank, Kothapet, Hyderabad-60 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

can call AVGians over phone / e-mail 
 

040-24038676   &   9490792576 
e-mail: orphanage_1919@yahoo.co.in  
-------------------------------------------------             

can visit AVG at 
 

www.anadhavidyarthigriha.org 
 

 


